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REDACTED

20104109 Cst STEPHENS spoke with

~UA

1.

he stated that he attended !Knox from year

7 1983 till year 12 1988. He was a boarder from 1983-84 and lived on campus the rest of his
time with his mother and father who was a1d!•h1'at Knox at the time.

f

UA

!was not a victim and does not recall watching pornographic movies in

TRELOARS room nor his he aware of anyone who did. However, he heard rumours that
other students would go into TRELOARS room and watch horror movies. rUA

~lated

that he thought TRELOAR was a bit weird, in that he used to have heavy metal posters on
his bedroom walls and used to worship Saitan with his red sports car having the registration

666.

f

UA

!stated that the teachers who were involved in the cadet core were very weird

naming VANCE and DEGATART1. jAUA

f tated that these teachers used to watch the

boys showering when on camp which he thought was creepy. He recalls

REDACTED

was close to VANCE and may have information on him.
jAUA

lrecalsl another man who worked at the school, but was not a teacher by the

name of "CROWBAR" this was his nickname and his unsure of his real name, however
states that he was very close to VANCE.

~ recalls hearing about an incident which he believes involved FOTIS. He stated
~eved that FOTIS fondeled a boy in the dorm and the next day FOTIS left the
school and hasnt been seen again since.

f

UA

!stated that because his father was

';jp•till!leat he school, he used to heard

lots of stories about teachers and students, and suggests police speak with his father as he
believes he will have useful information regarding Knox.
r uA

Is willing to make a statement, however due to his knowledge being based on

rumours, police will not be obtaining one.
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